Open Networking blends in existing infrastructure
to improve 4K post-production workflow
OMNIMAGO, a german-based full-service-provider
in the broadcast industry, needed to boost their
existing 4/8Gbit OM2 FC SAN to fit modern
UHD and 4k production needs. For this project,
OMNIMAGO chose Open Networking technology in
conjunction with Rohde & Schwarz Spycer boxes.

Customer Profile

Company
OMNIMAGO GmbH

Industry
Broadcast

Location
Ingelheim,
Germany

Hardware
Edgecore Switch
5712-54X

Software
PicOs

OMNIMAGO offers a wide range of professional
services for the broadcasting and film industry,
including post-production, archiving, digital
transformation, restoration and many more.
Backbone of OMNIMAGOs services and
competitive advantage is the state-of-the-art
technical infrastructure.

Challenge
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Infrastructure
Upgrade
Deploy network storage platform
with a fast, low-latency network
for 4K edit.
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Tight Budget

Future-proof

Integrate existing OM2 40Gbit
connections but stay within a tight budget.

Scalable and flexible technology
to easily upgrade.

Full support
Full support for Rohde &
Schwarz Spycer boxes
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“Multi-client 4K performance and scalability were
our requirements. The challenge was to find a
network solution that stayed within the tight budget,
without making cuts on quality and reliability.
STORDIS helped to find the best combination of
hardand software and supported us with installation
services.”
Daniel Elsen, System Administrator OMNIMAGO

Solution
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Open Networking Hardware

Open Networking Software

Use of Open Networking hardware with an
average price advantage of 50% compared
to legacy solutions to bring down initial
and running costs significantly.

PicOs Layer 2/3 software to handle
Rhode & Schwarz storage solutions
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Flexibility and Independence

Versatile Switch
Versatile Edgecore 5712-54X switch with
48x10GbE SFP+ and 6x40GbE QSFP+ ports for
maximum flexibility and cost-effectiveness.

Open Networking hard- and software offers
flexibility and independence, making it way easier
to change, upgrade or move components even
single products within the infrastructure.
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“Open networking solutions are not only a significant price
advantage compared to legacy vendors’ systems, but more
relevant is the increased flexibility and capability to extend,
accelerate and automate your workflows to fulfill your
requirements. In our technologically advanced STORDIS LABS
the performance of every particular solution is tested and
evaluated to assure reliability, scalability and compatibility in
combination with our open networking platforms.”
Waldemar Scheck, VP Sales & Technology STORDIS

Services
Hardware Sourcing
Guaranteed best prices on Edgecore
and Pica8, secured shipping

Consultancy
Help to find the best hard- and
software options

LABS
Free test samples from STORDIS LABS

Professional
Support

Software
Installation

STORSUPPORT Bronze level

Pre-Installation of PicOS on
the switch

Deployment Services
Off-Site guidance and support for set-up

STORDIS welcomes the revolution of Open
Networking trends like ‘web-scale networking’
with great enthusiasm and accordingly
continues to actively participate by offering
highly-sophisticated open networking products
and services to European and worldwide
customers and partners.

Rosenwiesstr. 17
70567 Stuttgart
Germany

Edgecore Networks is the leader in open
networking providing a full line of 1GbE, 10GbE,
25GbE, 40GbE, 50GbE, and 100GbE open and
OCP switches that offer choice of NOS and SDN
software for data center, telecommunications,
and enterprise network use cases.

+49 (0)711 3421 580

PicOs offers the most comprehensive support
for Enterprise features on the market and
includes the Debian Linux distribution L2/L3
switching and routing. Pica8 continues to push
the boundaries of open, disaggregated network
application control, customization and ease of
use to help companies to benefit from the Open
Networking Revolution.

www.stordis.com
enquiries@stordis.com

